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QUESTION 1

Which statement describes a way to minimize the impact of a RUNSTATS operation? 

A. Reduce I/O by using a shadow table space for statistics collection. 

B. Execute the RUNSTATS command with the WITH DISTRIBUTION option specified. 

C. Execute the RUNSTATS command with the DETAILED UNSAMPLED option specified. 

D. Limit the number of pages and rows processed by using page-level or row-level table sampling. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two purposes of the SET INTEGRITY statement? (Choose two.) 

A. To bring a table out of "Set Integrity Pending" state by performing the required integrity processing on the table. 

B. To bring a table out of "Set Integrity Pending" state by performing only check constraint processing on the table. 

C. To bring a table out of "Set Integrity Pending" state without performing the required integrity processing on the table. 

D. To bring a table out of "Set Integrity Pending" state by performing only referential integrity constraint processing on
the table. 

E. To bring a table out of "Set Integrity Pending" state by performing only referential integrity and check constraint
processing on the table. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which tool should be used to give you lock wait information from the DB2 memory sets? 

A. db2pd 

B. db2mtrk 

C. db2fodc 

D. db2support 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement regarding snapshot administrative views and snapshot monitor table functions is true? 
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A. Snapshot administrative views cannot be used with monitor switches or monitor reset commands while snapshot
table functions have no suchrestrictions. 

B. Snapshot table functions cannot be used with monitor switches or monitor reset commands while snapshot
administrative views have no suchrestrictions. 

C. Snapshot administrative views provide the option to choose between data from a single database partition or a data
subset from across alldatabase partitions while snapshot table functions provide access to data from each database
partition. 

D. Snapshot administrative views provide access to data from each database partition while snapshot table functions
provide the option to choosebetween data from a single database partition or a data subset from across all database
partitions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

If the following command is executed: CREATE DATABASE sample RESTRICTIVE Which statement is true? 

A. No authorities or privileges will be granted to PUBLIC. 

B. Only the creator is allowed to access the SAMPLE database. 

C. PUBLIC will hold only SELECT privilege on the system catalog views. 

D. The RESTRICT_ACCESS database configuration parameter must be set to YES by the creator. 

Correct Answer: A 
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